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2021 Black and Blue Scrimmage at Franklin HS 
Schedule for the August 14, 2021 scrimmage is as follows: 
Squads and Start times  
 

Time Squad LJAL & Franklin Field South HS & Franklin Field North 
8:30am Freshman Warm-up and stretch Warm-up and stretch 

9am - 9:15am Freshman Eagles Off vs Blue Jays Def Franklin Indy Off vs Franklin Indy Def 

9:20am - 9:35am Freshman Blue Jays Off vs Eagles Def Franklin Indy Off vs Franklin Indy Def 

 
 

Time Squad LJAL & Franklin Field South HS & Franklin Field North 
9:00am JV Warm-up and stretch Warm-up and stretch 

9:35am - 9:50am JV Eagles Off vs Blue Jays Def Franklin Fresh Off vs Franklin JV Def 

9:55am - 10:10am JV Blue Jays Off vs Eagles Def Franklin JV Off vs Franklin Fresh Def 

 
 

Time Squad LJAL & Franklin Field South HS & Franklin location 
9:30am Varsity Warm-up and stretch Warm-up and stretch 

10:15am - 10:30am Varsity Eagles Off vs Blue Jays Def Franklin JV Off vs Franklin Varsity Def 

10:35am - 10:50am Varsity Blue Jays Off vs Eagles Def Franklin Varsity Off vs Franklin JV Def 

 
 
Below are some guidelines to ensure parity and provide a blueprint for the day. If something is not 
captured in the below framework, work together as Coaches to solve amicably. 

• NO filming of opposition and no filming from press boxes…if you want to film your team from 
the back (at ground level), that’s ok 

• This is a GREAT opportunity for our kids. Please remember the Code of Conduct we have signed 
as Coaches and Parents. There will be ZERO tolerance for any violations. Again, this is about the 
kids. 

• PLEASE try to get players in on both Offense and Defense. It is also understandable that an 
Offensive starter may have a position on non-starting Defense (2nd string), and just 
COMMUNICATE to each other. 

• Per SMYFA rule 5.1.2 we need to keep weight within 10 lb. of the game day MAXIMUM. PLEASE 
DO NOT CHALLENGE EACH OTHER ON THIS. Game day MAXIMUM is 130/160/195 lb. for 
Freshman/JV/Varsity, respectively and 145 lb. for a 14-year-old. MAXIMUM player scrimmage 
weight for August 18 is 140 lb. for Freshman, 170 lb. for JV, 205 lb. for Varsity, and 155 lb. for 
age 14.  

• Coaches can be in offensive huddle, but ideally 5 yards behind line of scrimmage after huddle is 
broken. Defensive coaches can also be in their huddle and should be 15 yards setback from line 
of scrimmage after ball is snapped, and please limit to 2 coaches on field for defense so pass 
plays can go unimpeded. Coaches can verbally instruct players during play, but just must be 
physically out of play. 

• Coaches must use quick whistle philosophy. We need to protect players. Offensive coach to 
whistle play dead to protect quarterback and running backs. Any Coach can stop a play if a 
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player is in an unsafe position to avoid injury. In reciprocal, a play should be blown dead if 
offense gains 20 yards, to stop further gain, and keep scrimmage moving.  

• All Quarterbacks should be red shirted and off limits from tackling. This means no QB sneaks, 
and option offense should be not in use. If you are running option plays, take red shirt off your 
QB for entire scrimmage. Red shirt offers protection.  

• Each team is responsible for keeping time and scrimmage on track. Overall scrimmage limit is 60 
minutes. There is 5 minutes to get to new location and ready your start. 

• ALL scrimmages must be finished, unless…. BOTH sides agree to end early which MUST include 
Directors of both Units, inclement weather and/or other emergency events. 

 

For games on main field… 

Parents & fans sit in 
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For games on back fields… 
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